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Collaborative sensemaking can be a challenging task with
the increasing number artifacts to be organized and
reviewed. This provides opportunities to investigate and
evaluate design of collaborative technologies that support
this process. Previous studies informed us that existing
collaborative tools, such as smart displays and digital
tabletops, are expensive and are difficult to setup. These
constraints motivated other works that explored
collaborations done with multi-device systems (e.g.
personal mobiles and tablets). Past work around tabletop
displays found that the large area in these tools assisted
collaborators by providing a shared space to organize their
task materials. In this thesis, we attempt to mimic this
shared space, which we referred to as overview, in a multidevice environment. We implemented, Voyageur, a group
trip-planning system that enables groups to plan an itinerary
on their tablets. For our investigation, we ran a one-way
between-subjects design, where we manipulated the
presence of an overview device. We found that groups who
worked with the overview engaged in frequent closelycoupled collaboration than those who don’t. Additionally,
we also observed how the overview facilitated the
collaborative sensemaking process by aiding groups to
iterate their work, organize items efficiently, and detect new
patterns to derive insights.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Thanks to today’s technologies, we can conveniently access
information from the tip of our fingers. However,
information is only useful when it provides relevant insights
to the appropriate group of audience. The process of
sensemaking aims to derive these insights by collecting and
organizing bodies of information to form new knowledge
[3]. Yet the amount of information can proliferate to a large
quantity, creating a demand for support from digital
technologies [2].
The rapid growth of technologies creates opportunities for
tools that support small co-located groups of people to
make sense of large bodies of knowledge. Interactive digital
tabletop is an example of such technology that has been
investigated in collaborative settings [7,18,37,39,42].
However, high cost and time-consuming setup [4] have
prevented the acceptance of this technology, especially in
settings such as libraries and classrooms, where budget and
physical space are limited [42]. These constraints prompted
other investigations to consider whether cheaper, off-theshelf devices, such as mobile phones and tablets, are
feasible to use in collaborative sensemaking [31,41]. By
allowing these devices to communicate with each other and
enabling cross-device interactions, users could conduct adhoc collaborations with their own personal devices [2].
Although previous works have examined specific
technologies and different software to support collaborative
sensemaking, only few studies have investigated how
alternative design can influence how groups perform this
process [27,29]. For our research question, we look at
whether providing collaborators with a shared space to
organize information can help their sensemaking process in
a multi-device environment.
Lucero et al. [24] integrated an overview within their photo
sharing mobile application, Pass-It-Around. Within this
overview, users can see which photos are currently listed on
other devices. However, activating the overview required
users to switch out of their current views, which led them to
feel reluctant to do so as it interrupted their task.
Consequently, the overview feature was considered to be

useless by their participants. Informed by this work, we
introduce a separate overview device, a device that
summarizes how information is currently organized, into
the collaborative setting. This study follows a one-way
between-subjects design, where we manipulated the
presence of the overview. This thesis provides two primary
contributions. Firstly, we found that adding an overview to
the group’s workspace can enhance communications
amongst members as it fosters closely-coupled
collaborations. Secondly, we noted that the overview could
benefit group’s sensemaking process, as it assisted
members to organize task materials, detect new patterns,
and iterate through their work.
In this thesis, we will first introduce works that have been
taken to understand collaboration and sensemaking, as well
as tools that were developed to support these processes.
Next, we establish several design requirements that were
built from previous works and we describe how we
implemented our system to meet those requirements. We
then uncover our methodology and study design to
investigate our research question. And in the last sections,
we present our results and discuss their implications on the
design of tools that support collaborative sensemaking.
2. RELATED WORKS

In this section, we uncover the definition of sensemaking
that we adhere to in this thesis. We also present various
existing tools employed in co-located collaborative
sensemaking and why we chose our focus on multi-device
systems. Lastly, we describe the sensemaking task we
investigate in our study, which is a group trip planning.
Co-located collaborative sensemaking

The process of sensemaking has been applied to different
fields, such as modern economy [1], knowledge work [32],
and crime investigations [11]. Yet this term has been
loosely described within the literature, making it a
challenging activity to establish a definition for this process
[39]. Dervin [6] stated that the goal of sensemaking was to
bridge the ‘gap’ in understanding through ideas, memories,
and emotions. Furthermore, Klein and Moon listed specific
processes that may be applied to address this gap. These
processes include situation awareness, creativity, mental
modeling, and curiosity [23]. Previous sensemaking
investigations [13,20,21] have applied tasks, such as VAST
2006 Challenge [28], developed by the National Visual
Analytics Center at Pacific Labs. Other sensemaking tasks
include crime-scene investigations [41] and the Bonanza
Paper task [22], which requires participants to investigate
the causal factor of a company’s financial crisis. In this
dissertation project, we will be following Card et al.’s
definition of sensemaking, which is defined as an iterative
process consisted of gathering materials from different
sources, organizing them to interpret new information and
to gain new insights [3]. We will also give detailed
description of the sensemaking task we chose in the latter
part of this section.

Sensemaking has often been regarded as an individual
activity that requires retrieval of information, organization
of information into representations, and modifying these
representations to accommodate new information [23,34].
Consequently, the sensemaking process has not been
thoroughly explored in collaborative setting, resulting in a
gap for understanding how this process occurs in groups
[27]. However, studies that looked at sensemaking in
groups have reported that the process can reap benefits
when done by groups [14,15]. Harper and Sellen reported
the importance of social interactions in their study of
information retrieval [15]. These interactions encouraged
the sharing of how collaborators perceive information
(interpreted information), and not just the information itself
(objective information). As a result, users can create a
shared understanding of the available information – a
process defined by Hertzum as collaborative grounding
[17].
Within a collaborative setting, sensemaking has also been
considered as an on-going activity, that is, groups would
perform this process iteratively when attempting to derive
new insights [39]. Furthermore, group members may also
assume different roles during the sensemaking process.
Vogt et al. [38] reported that collaborators may take on two
primary roles of foragers and sensemakers. Sensemaker
was the dominant participant, who asked foragers to find
documents, wrote down key information, and directed the
group. Whereas, forager reviewed the sensemaker’s
hypothesis, gathered the information, and maintained an
overall awareness of the state of the task. These roles are
fluid. Depending on task’s’ objective, collaborators may
switch roles throughout the process [38].
Although collaborations can be done remotely, the focus of
this paper will be on users’ collaborations within the same
location. Different types of communication can occur
within this co-located setting. Isenberg et al. [20] observed
several communication styles that emerged from their
investigation of tabletop collaborations. During a
sensemaking task, their participants collaborated while
exhibiting closely- and loosely-coupled communications. In
closely-coupled communication, team members would
engage in active face-to-face communication during
collaboration. In contrast, group members, who are looselycoupled, tend to focus on their own task at hand with
limited number of interaction. Hansen and Jarvelin [14]
reported that the ability to share and discuss relationships
between task materials, while closely-coupled, could
benefit group performance for sensemaking. This was
supported in Isenberg et al.’s study. The investigators
reported loosely-coupled pairs, who worked in parallel to
each other, were less successful in connecting key facts and
completing their assigned task [20].
Tools to support co-located collaborative sensemaking

Although sensemaking has been largely applied in the
workplace, there is still on-going research to identify what
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components of current collaborative tools support this
process [29]. Researchers have examined group decision
support systems (GDSS), where a centralized computer
assisted users in examining group decisions, preferences,
and ideas [10]. However, there was no consensus on the
amount of time users take to make decision with these
systems [8]. Hence, there is still room for the development
of technologies that support sharing of information and
building of new knowledge to facilitate team collaborations
[20].
Technologies that have been previously investigated within
a collaborative setting, include digital tabletops [18,37] and
portable devices [41]. Works within the fields of HCI and
CSCW have looked at how the physical affordances of
these devices influence co-located collaborations. These
studies include investigations in different tabletop sizes
[35], display orientations (vertical vs. horizontal) [33], or
different input modalities (touch vs. mouse) [19]. Other
studies [5,40] have also compared the use of personal
tablets and digital tabletops during collaborations. They
indicated a decrease in effectiveness in group’s
communication and coordination when individuals
collaborate with their personal tablet displays. This was due
to the lack of shared display space offered by the tablets. In
Wallace et al.’s study, the researchers investigated three
conditions based on the types of device participants
collaborated with. Their participants collaborated with only
tablets, only a tabletop, or the use of both technologies [39].
Interestingly, these researchers reported that groups who
were provided with both types of device were able to
produce the best solution quality in a problem-solving task,
compared to groups who used only one type of technology.
During the problem-solving task, participants treated the
large shared space of the tabletop as a cache to help
organize the most relevant materials, while also working in
their own private workspace on individual tablets [39].
Another study also suggested that providing a space to
display overview of results, to filter through items, and to
organize information extracted by the group could facilitate
the sensemaking process [20].
The design of Voyageur attempts to incorporate this shared
space, or what we referred to as the overview. We were
motivated by the question of whether we can mimic this
shared tabletop space with less expensive devices, such as
tablets, to support collaboration. A recent study done by
Zagermann et al. indicated that larger display tabletops are
not indicative of improved collaborations, as participants’
attention may be diverted towards the screen instead of
other collaborators [42]. These findings further motivated
our decision in implementing Voyageur on personal tablets.
Multi-device systems

Due to the high cost of digital tabletops (both money and
time), previous research has explored the design of multidevice systems using users’ personal mobile devices
[13,24,30]. Haber et al. [12] demonstrated how reading and

annotating texts can be done by distributing text across
multiple tablet screens, while Hamilton and Wigdor [13]
designed a visual analytics system, Conductor, which
facilitates content transfer across multiple tablets with the
use of highlighting. Rädle et al. developed HuddleLamp, a
cross-device system that integrates an above-the-table
sensor, allowing for spatial awareness across devices [30].
The design and implementation of these systems
demonstrate the plausibility of using one’s own personal
devices to conduct collaborations. These factors helped
shape our design requirements, which will be covered in the
next section.
Motivated to explore co-located interactions with personal
devices, Lucero et al.’s developed [24] Pass-Them-Around,
a photo sharing phone-based application for small colocated groups. The design of this prototype followed the
metaphor of passing around physical photos. Gestures, like
tilting and flicking, were integrated into the prototype
through the phone’s built-in sensors. Interestingly, the
investigators reported that their participants seldom picked
up the phone [24]. In their current implementation, this
action activated an overview mode that listed which user is
connected in the system and the pictures displayed on their
respective phones. The participants thought that the
overview mode was useless when sharing their photos.
When designing our system, we implemented the overview
in Voyageur in a different way. We implemented the
overview on a separate tablet to encourage discussions and
collaborations as users focused on the same device.
Moreover, since the overview is always on, users do not
need to toggle back and forth between views to access
information.
Trip planning – a sensemaking task

The collaborative task that Voyageur supports consists of a
group-planning trip. Trip planning can be regarded as a
common task. There are numerous applications that have
been developed to support this activity. The CityMapper
mobile application1 assists users in planning and calculating
their commute time with different modes of transport. With
Google Maps2, users can create and customize their own
itinerary plan filled with places of interest and estimated
travel times. Other software, such as Travefy3 and
Triporama4, allows individuals to remotely create an
itinerary that can be shared and presented to others at a later
time. However, these trip planning tools are largely
developed to cater for individual users and remote groups;
they do not support co-located collaborations. Past studies
in the HCI community have examined various aspects of
trip planning, yet with a different focus on improving trip
1

https://citymapper.com
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https://travefy.com
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planning algorithms. These research include travel
suggestions through geotagged photos [25] and calculations
based on aggregated trip distances [16]. To our knowledge,
this study will be the first attempt to investigate co-located
collaborations of trip planning.
We chose a group trip planning task, since this activity
fulfills the components of Card et al.’s sensemaking
definition: that information needs to be collected,
organized, and interpreted to obtain new insights [3]. In our
task, we required groups to work with a collection of
information in the form of popular locations around
London. The task also required group members to organize
these locations by annotating their visiting order and
duration, and compiling an itinerary for a 7-hour London
day trip. With this task, we investigate approaches that
groups take to make their decisions and insights.
3. DESIGN REQUIREMENTS

Within this section, we established several design
requirements for our Voyageur system, based on existing
collaborative tools and sensemaking practices. We have
also applied usability guidelines from Jakob Nielsen’s
heuristic evaluation [26] to justify these requirements. Our
design requirements consist of the following:
R1. The system should require minimal setup to run

We established this requirement to give users the flexibility
of conducting ad-hoc collaborations. Informed by previous
work [42], we realized how space and time constraints
could deter users from adopting certain collaborative tools.
As previously mentioned, it can be time consuming for
users to setup tools like digital tabletops and smartboards in
small physical spaces [4]. Therefore, our proposed system
must require minimal effort from users to start running, in
order to facilitate ad-hoc collaborations.
R2. The system’s design should facilitate sensemaking

As users began to collect key facts, the increasing amount
of information that needs reviewing may pose a challenge
during the sensemaking process. Hence, we propose that the
design of our system should assist its users when they deal
with large bodies of knowledge. There are several means
that our system can do to address this requirement. By
referring back to Card et al.’s definition of sensemaking,
one of the ways the system could facilitate this process is to
organize information in such a way that allows users to
detect patterns, test hypotheses, and build insights.

derived more insights and solved their tasks with less
difficulties [20,37]. Our system’s design should promote
this collaboration style, encouraging group members to
work while closely-coupled.
R4. The system
sensemaking roles

should

accommodate

different

Vogt et al. [38] explained the distinction between the two
roles collaborators may take during sensemaking: foragers
and sensemakers. However, depending on which phase the
group is working in, heavier emphasis on certain roles can
be assumed by group members. For example, Isenberg et al.
[20] described how information foraging may happen at
earlier stages of a sensemaking task. Hence, our proposed
system should allow the flexibility for users to switch roles
at any time throughout the sensemaking task to help them
fulfill their objectives.
R5. The system should accommodate for different
sensemaking strategies

One of the challenges in designing collaborative tools is
ensuring support for variety of collaboration strategies [20].
In their tabletop study, Isenberg et al. observed how team
members employed multiple strategies, in parallel with each
other, when conducting their task. Additionally, these
strategies may shift depending on various stages of their
task. Hence, Isenberg et al. suggested that it is insufficient
to design a collaborative system that supports only one
strategy [20]. By taking these factors into account, we
establish this requirement for greater flexibility in allowing
various strategies users take during sensemaking.
R6. Error prevention and recovery

Based on Nielsen’s principles of error prevention and help
users recognize, diagnose, and recover from errors, the
system’s design should take preventative measures from
allowing errors to happen. However, if errors do occur,
clearly marked exits should be available for users to recover
from them and resume their sensemaking task with ease.

Another possible way the system can assist sensemaking is
by providing indicators on what the current state of the task
looked like (i.e. what users have accomplished so far). We
build this suggestion from Nielsen’s principle of visibility of
system status, where system feedback may help inform its
user of the system’s state and consequences of their actions.
R3. The system should encourage closely-coupled
collaborations by design

Previous studies investigating collaborative sensemaking
have reported that groups who were closely-coupled
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4. VOYAGEUR - IMPLEMENTATION

In this section, we provide a full description of how we
implemented our Voyageur system. Additionally, we will
highlight how our implementations address the design
requirements established from the previous section. We
built Voyageur on two main frameworks: Connichiwa and
Google Maps API (see Figure 1).

Client 2

Client 1

Lo
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Local IP
IP
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l
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IP

Client 3

Master

Voyageur

Runs local
webserver

Connichiwa

Figure 2. Master-Client model in Connichiwa: the Master
device runs the local webserver while other Client devices
connect automatically by loading the local IP address of that
webserver.

Google Maps API

Figure 1. Voyageur is implemented on two primary
frameworks: Connichiwa and Google Maps API.
1. Connichiwa: a cross-device interaction framework

To address our first design requirement (R1) of enabling
minimal setup for our system, we chose to run our system
on web technologies (HTML5, CSS3) as they have been
largely standardized and accepted amongst consumer
devices [43]. By using these technologies, our system’s
users can simply load our application using their own
personal device’s web browser. They can initiate ad-hoc
collaborations without worrying about extra setup time or
physical space constraints. To create this application, we
decided to employ Schreiner et al.’s Connichiwa, which is a
framework that supports development of cross-device web
applications [36]. Connichiwa provided the back-end
implementation that allowed us to connect our devices and
to enable cross-device communication. The framework
currently runs on iOS devices; hence we deployed our
application on an iPad Air through the xCode IDE. We will
expand on these features in the following subsections.
Device connectivity
We established connectivity amongst devices in
Connichiwa, through a native helper application that
automatically runs a local webserver-on-demand [36].
Other devices can then connect with each other by
accessing this webserver through a shared or ad-hoc
network [36]. By using these networks, communication
delays between devices can be minimized as devices are
connected locally. Our connectivity implementation was
based on the Master-Client model: the Master device runs
the local webserver and other Client devices can
automatically connect by loading the local IP address of the
webserver. This is how we established communication
amongst our connected devices: users simply load the local
IP address on their device’s web browsers to automatically
connect with other devices that runs on the shared Wi-Fi
network (see Figure 2).

Enabling device communication
We implemented our Connichiwa web application using
JavaScript and the API for this framework (available via
Github5). Once devices were connected, we utilized
Connichiwa’s two functions, broadcast() and onMessage()
to allow devices to communicate. The broadcast() function
allows a device to send information in the form of
“messages” to all other connected devices. Once other
devices received this information, they can transmit
response back through the onMessage() function. Both
Master and Client devices can call these two functions. The
following scenario provides an example of how the two
functions were implemented in our system:
A user searched for a location in Voyageur. This action
calls broadcast() to inform other connected devices (both
Master and Client) of their search query. Upon receiving
this indication, the Master device logs the search query of
that user through onMessage().
2. Google Maps API

The front-end of our system consists of the map interface
that collaborators use to plan their trip. We chose to
implement this interface with Google Maps API since it is a
well documented and implemented JavaScript API.
Additionally, we also found from our pre-study
questionnaire that Google Maps is one of the popular tools
that our participants use when planning their trips. Through
this finding, we hope that there is an element of familiarity
when our participants interact with Voyageur.
In the following subsections, we further describe how we
address our design requirements with our implementation.
More specifically, we present details about the overview
device, how the interface is setup, and the primary
functionalities that users can perform with the map.

5
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Map setup in overview device
To address our second design requirement (R2), we
envisioned an overview feature for our system that assists
collaborators with organizing their ideas and work. Another
system [24] informed us that integrating an overview
component within the same active display that users interact
with was perceived negatively as it disrupted users’
workflow. Therefore, we decided to implement the
overview on a separate tablet. The limited amount of
display space in tablets also contributes to our decision in
dedicating another device to act as the overview.
The overview content consists of a zoomed out view of the
London map, set to zoom level ‘14’ (see Figure 3). We
disabled any touch interactivity within the overview device
by using a fixed CSS transparent overlay. We chose to do
this since we perceived the function of the overview as a
space where users can organize their work. We did not want
the overview to be the primary device users collaborate
with, since it may deter them from using their own tablets.

Figure 4. Overview device’s progress bar indicates the amount
of time left in the itinerary after users allocated visiting
durations for their locations.

Figure 5. When trip duration exceeds 7 hours, progress bar
turns red and system indicates how much time users have
exceeded their trip duration.

The second information provided by the overview was a
visualization of the path users would follow in their trip.
This visualization consists of drawn lines that connect
locations in the map, depending on the visit order users
indicated for each place. We drew these lines through
Google Maps’ Polyline function. To use this function, we
created an array that contains JSON objects with three
elements: latitude, longitude, and visit order of locations.
Then, we sorted the array elements based on their visit
order. We called the Polyline function to draw the sorted
array elements as a path, on top of the existing Google
Map. The resulting drawn path is illustrated in Figure 6.

Figure 3. Google Maps view of London in the overview device.
Touch interactions are disabled in this interface, as the
overview’s function is to organize information users work with
during collaboration.

The overview provided three key information that help
users organize their work. The first is the remaining time
left in the 7-hour itinerary. Near the bottom of the overview
map, a progress bar indicates the total hours users have
allocated in the trip. This progress bar is updated
automatically when users start to annotate the hours they
would like to spend at different places (see Figure 4). To
update the progress bar, the number of hours and minutes
entered by users is converted into a percentage out of the
maximum 7 hours. If the trip’s duration runs longer than 7
hours, we subtracted the duration value by 7 to show how
much time the group exceeded their total trip duration. We
displayed this value in the progress bar’s text and changed
the colour of the bar to red so users can easily detect their
error (R6) (see Figure 5).

Figure 6. Google Maps’ Polylines draw red path to connect
locations based on their visit order.

The overview also produced a detailed view of all locations
that have been shared and/or annotated by groups. Figure 6
reveals the locations in the group’s final itinerary, annotated
with their visit order and duration. Locations are drawn
through Google Maps’ Marker objects. We explain how
these Marker objects are created in our Share functionality
subsection.
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Map setup in individual tablets
Compared to the overview device, there are some
differences in the Google Maps interface of individual
tablets. After users have loaded the local IP address on their
individual browser, they will see that their maps’ location
was initialized to London, U.K. The zoom level was set to
‘16’, which is a slightly more zoomed in view than the
overview device. Users can pinch to zoom in and out of the
non-overview tablets. However, they cannot zoom out any
further than the set zoom level to encourage user
interactions with the overview device. We disabled options
to view places of interest and transportation terminals as
they are irrelevant for our study. Figure 7 demonstrates the
tablets’ placement for our study; individual tablets
surrounded the overview device.

Figure 8. Auto-suggestion of locations from the Places library
when user types in queries in Google Maps’ search box.

Share: We also enable sharing of places amongst group
members. A user can perform this function by tapping on a
marker and clicking the share button. The latitude and
longitude, as well as location name, of the tapped marker is
broadcasted to all connected devices via the broadcast()
function. Upon receiving the location’s position, other
devices create a local copy of the location in their own
maps via onMessage(). We indicate a location that has been
shared by changing the marker icon into a yellow flag (see
Figure 10). We attempt to address our fifth design
requirement, by making the sharing function optional for
users. This allows flexibility for users to adopt different
strategies (R5); users are free to explore and search
different areas on their own Google Maps, and they can
share locations of their own accord.
Figure 7. Initial study setup of the individual tablets
surrounding the overview device in the middle of the table.

Functionalities
Search: To locate certain locations, users can enter and
search relevant keywords within the default Google Maps
search box. We linked the Google Maps API’s SearchBox
with the Google Maps UI when we created the search box.
We used Google Maps’ Places library6 to generate the
search results from user queries and to provide suggestions
for locations in the search box (see Figure 8). Once search
query was entered, the relevant location is displayed on the
map as a marker (see Figure 9).
Figure 9. A Google Maps’ marker for UCL.

6
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Delete: When a shared location is deleted, the longitude
and latitude of the deleted location is broadcasted on all
connected devices. Upon receiving these information, the
onMessage() calls for Google Maps’s setMap(null) method
to delete that location.

Figure 10. Two shared locations, indicated by the yellow flag
marker icon and the yellow textbox with the location’s name.

Annotate: Users can annotate any shared locations by
entering the visit order (from 1 to 20) and duration (in hours
and minutes). To prevent users from entering incorrect
values (R6), we implemented a dropdown selection of those
two elements (see Figure 11). These annotations are stored
in an array of JSON string objects, along with the latitude
and longitude of those places that were annotated. For each
location, we created a unique ID by combining the latitude
and longitude, to index locations in the array. We initialized
the array outside our JS main body function to declare it as
global. Since Connichiwa allowed devices to load the same
source code, local copies of this global array were
initialized on all devices. After users confirmed their
annotations, we broadcasted these values to other connected
tablets. Consequently, other devices can update their global
arrays with these values and display annotations on their
interface. We displayed the visit order (in a red textbox)
and duration (in a blue textbox) by utilizing a third-party
Google Maps API called, Infobox7 (see Figure 12). This
API allows us to draw custom graphics on top of Google
Maps. When latitude and longitude were broadcasted in the
global array, we applied these positions to indicate where
we can draw the two custom textboxes on the map.

Figure 11. Dropdown selection to prevent errors when users
annotate visit order and duration.
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https://github.com/googlemaps/v3-utility-library/tree/master
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Figure 12. Custom Infobox textbox to indicate visit duration
(blue box) and order (red box).

Data logs: A nodeJS script8 was used to capture logs of
user interactions on the individual tablets they interact with
(excluding the overview device). We collected these data,
to help us analyze the sequence and frequency of
commands users executed during collaboration. We will
elaborate these quantitative findings in our Results section.
Whenever our users executed commands within Voyageur,
we stored several values related to those commands as
JSON String objects within a global array. For example, if a
user shared a location, we recorded the latitude, longitude,
type of command executed, and the location name in the
global array. We appended these values into a new .txt file,
which was automatically created when we run our nodeJS
application (see Figure 13). Afterwards, our application
sent a HTTP POST request with these values to the nodeJS
application. As a result, this .txt file is saved in our local
machine and any new log values were appended to the file.

Figure 13. Snapshot of .txt file content and logged information.

8

https://github.com/kopfnuss/logger-api
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The data logs captured event timestamps and the device that
initiated the event. The following types of commands are
recorded in the logs:
1.

Sharing

2.

Annotating

3.

Updated annotations

4.

Deletion

5.

Searched keywords

6.

Zoom in or out

7.

Tablet’s x- and y-touch coordinates

8.

Unsaved markers selected by users

Location names are recorded when users shared, annotated,
deleted, or selected markers. Visit order and duration values
are reported when users annotated locations. We also
logged the x- and y-touch coordinates based on the
touchstart and touchmove events – that is, we stored the
coordinates of the touch points whenever users touch their
individual tablets. We identified whether a user zoomed in
or out of their map by using the gestureend event. This
event was fired whenever multiple fingers are no longer
detected on the touch interface. If the fingers move closer to
each other (event.scale < 1.0), we captured this action as
zooming in. We also logged the zoom out action when
fingers move further from each other (event.scale > 1.0).
With these logged values, we were able to trace users’
activity on their individual tablets and identify collaboration
patterns. We elaborate these findings in our Results section.
5. EVALUATION

Throughout this section, we will describe how we setup and
executed our study’s design. We will first present the pilot
studies conducted and how they informed the design of our
formal studies. Next, we will present who our participants
were, the apparatus used, the breakdown of our study’s
design, and the procedure of our investigation.
Pilot studies

We conducted two rounds of pilot studies to detect any gaps
within our study’s procedure and Voyageur’s interface
design. These pilots helped us to gain two valuable insights
for how information should be displayed in the overview
device and what changes had to be made for the user
evaluation.
i. Overview as an extension to system
Our implementation of the individual, non-overview tablets
allows users to zoom in and out of their Google Maps.
During the pilot tests, we observed users dismissed the
overview device since they mimicked the same zoomed out
view on their individual tablets. Informed by this finding,
we then restricted the Google Maps’ zoom out level in each
individual tablet. We did this in our next design
implementation to encourage users to utilize the overview
device.

ii. Information specific to overview
During the pilot studies, we collected various suggestions
and feedback for the kinds of information that can be
displayed in the overview device. In the context of trip
planning, we decided to implement: (1) a progress bar that
indicates how much time (out of the 7 hours) has been
allocated in the trip and (2) a visualization of paths between
locations based on their visit order. These two features
contribute to the role of the overview device, which
informed users on what their planned trip looked like so far.
Changes to user evaluation
These pilot studies also helped the investigator to practice
conducting user evaluation and to resolve foreseeable
technical issues. To reduce the amount of sheets given to
participants, procedures for practice trials were included in
the scenario sheet. The investigator also noticed that the
Voyageur application stopped logging its data during the
pilot studies, since it connected to another wireless network.
Before the study begins, we restarted the WiFi router to
ensure connectivity on one local network and erased other
networks that might interfere with our connections.
Participants

16 participants were recruited in this study (10 females and
6 males) with ages ranging from 18 to 44 years old. All
participants were Masters students with a mixture of
disciplines, such as human-computer interactions, global
health, and public policy. Participants were well acquainted
with each other in 3 out of the 4 groups of four, as they
were from the same HCI course. All participants were
familiar with the London area, since they have lived in the
city for at least 6 months. We also asked how often
participants conduct co-located collaborations in a typical
week (50% seldom; 31% sometimes; 19% often). 9
participants described how they would collaborate on
university work together. Other participants also mentioned
cooking, planning a trip, and deciding which films to watch,
as activities they did in collaboration. 15 out 16 participants
reported that they have experience planning a trip together
as a group, with GoogleMaps and GoogleDocs as the most
reported tools used for trip planning. Participants reported
that they utilized GoogleDocs by including important links
(e.g. accommodations, transportation, tourist websites, etc)
and their itinerary in the document. Additionally, 6
participants also mentioned how they employed messaging
applications (Facebook Messenger, WhatsApp, email, and
text messages) to share links or screenshots to their friends
when planning their trip. Participants also mentioned
TripAdvisor as the travel website they used to plan their
trip. 10 participants stated that they owned more than 2
personal devices (100% of participants owned mobile
phones; 87.5% owned laptops; 56% owned tablets; 12.5%
owned e-readers). A draw was conducted at the end of the
study for 10 participants to win GBP£10.
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Design

The study consisted of one-way between-subjects design.
The independent variable has two levels: with-overviewdevice (WO) and no-overview-device (NO). The dependent
variables measured in this study were: (1) number of
closely- and loosely- coupled collaborations, (2) logged
application commands and touch activity, (3) task
completion times, and (4) the NASA-TLX mental load.
Apparatus

Participants performed their task with four iPad Air 2
tablets and another extra tablet in the overview condition.
All tablets ran on iOS 9.3.2. The overview tablet ran the
Connichiwa iOS mobile application. Participants were
seated on one end of an 118x60cm table (see Figure 14 and
15 for diagrams of the setup). To ensure internal validity,
all tablets have the same display resolution (2048x1536pixel resolution at 264 ppi) with brightness level set to
maximum. Device orientation is locked to landscape mode.
To hide URL and navigation bar, the Frameless9 application
was installed and opened to load the Voyageur web
application. All tablets were connected to the same Wi-Fi
network. The task session and post-study interviews were
video recorded for later analysis. The video camera was
positioned on the side to record participants’ interactions,
gestures, and postures. Video coding for qualitative data
was done through ChronoViz software [9]. A scenario sheet
consisting of: training instructions, description of the
scenario, and the 5 locations around London, was also
handed out for each participant. The locations were selected
from TripAdvisor’s most visited London attractions10. A
total of 20 locations were selected and randomly distributed
into groups of five for each participant. Pre-study
questionnaire was administered through Google Forms11
and a paper-based NASA-TLX [44] was used to analyze
mental load.

Figure 15. Overhead diagram of with-overview-device group
setup. Participants have their individual tablets in front of
them, surrounding the overview device (indicated by the white
‘O’). The video camera records the session from the side.
Procedure

The study took place in the meeting corner of the UCLIC
basement office. Before participants arrive, the
experimenter would restart the router to ensure that the WiFi network would not accidentally shut off. Participants
were recruited in groups of four and they were asked to sit
at one end of the table. After an introduction to the study’s
structure and tasks, the experimenter informed that the
session would be recorded via a video camera. The
experimenter also notified participants that the Voyageur
app would record participants’ touch coordinates and
executed commands. Then, informed consent forms were
handed out to participants to sign. The experimenter
encouraged participants to ask any questions throughout the
study. An information sheet, which summarizes the study,
was also provided to participants to take home. The
scenario sheet was also handed out to participants. The
experimenter then handed out each participant with a tablet,
where they filled out a pre-study online questionnaire that
asks for information on demographics, collaborative tools,
and group work practices.
Then, the experimenter provided a quick demonstration of
Voyageur by showing the following features:
1. Typing and searching a location from the search box.
2. Distributing the location to all tablets by clicking on the
‘Share’ button.

Figure 14. Camera snapshot of with-overview-device (WO)
group’s study setup from the side.
9

https://itunes.apple.com/gb/app/frameless-full-screenweb/id933580264?mt=8
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https://www.tripadvisor.co.uk/Attractions-g186338-ActivitiesLondon_England.html
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3. Indicating the visit order and duration by clicking on the
‘Annotate’ button and selecting the appropriate values.
4. Deleting a shared location.
5. Editing the annotated markers by pressing ‘Annotate’
again.
6. With-overview condition: Explaining how the
overview device summarized shared and annotated
locations. Also, how the overview contained a progress

https://www.google.co.uk/forms/about/
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bar indicating the total hours allocated in the trip and a
visualization of paths based on locations’ visit order.
Afterwards, the experimenter prompted the participants to
do a practice run for 5 minutes to familiarize themselves
with Voyageur. During the practice round, participants
were instructed to:
1. Choose one location from their scenario sheet.
2. Search that location in the search box.
3. Share the location with the entire team.
4. Annotate the location as the second place they would
like to visit, for a total of one hour.
5. Delete that shared location.
Once participants have finished with the training
instructions, the experimenter asked them to read the
scenario. At this time, the experimenter restarted the
Connichiwa mobile app to clear out the practice trial’s logs.
Next, the experimenter started the nodeJS data logger app
on their laptop. Once this step was completed, the
experimenter notified participants that they could begin the
task. Participants were also told that they might not include
all 20 locations in their planned trip.
Participants were given 30 minutes to plan their trip. They
were encouraged to ask any questions if there was anything
unclear with the task or the Voyageur interface. Once the
group has finished the task, a semi-structured interview was
conducted to gather feedback about the groups’ strategy
while planning their trip. Participants were also asked to
give feedback on Voyageur system, and the overview
device (for WO groups). Then, a paper-based NASA-TLX
was handed out to each participant to complete before the
session ends. At the end of the study, the experimenter gave
a verbal summary of the two different conditions (WO and
NO) to the participants.
6. RESULTS

We found several themes that arose from our qualitative
and quantitative analyses. In our first theme, we present
strategies that groups adopted and we relate them back to
Card et al.’s sensemaking definition [3]. In our second
theme, we explain how groups employed the overview.
Then, we report observed communication patterns and
collaboration styles in our third theme. Our fourth theme
discusses instances where miscommunication happened.
And in our last theme, we analyze the task performance,
which consists of task completion times and mental load
scores.
Theme 1 – Sensemaking strategies

In this theme, we turn to Card et al.’s sensemaking
definition [3] and describe how groups (1) collect and (2)
organize information. We summarized strategies employed
by groups in Table 1 (see next page). Additionally, we also
plotted executed commands (share, annotate, and delete)
and touch activities on individual tablets in Figure 16.

Touch activities reflect the number of times the data log
application captured tablets’ touch coordinates. Higher
touch activity indicates busier interaction on the tablet due
to increased touch movements from its user (e.g. touch
down, touch move, and touch up).
a. Collecting information: Although we provided each
group with the 20 attractions in London, we found that
groups created their own collections of information by
sharing locations. We observed two approaches that groups
employed to create these collections.
Listing all locations
In the first approach, we observed how groups WO1, WO2,
and NO1 first shared all 20 locations on their map (see
Table 1). In Figure 16, the green vertical lines indicate
instances where group members executed the share
command. We see clusters of green vertical lines (i.e. when
members shared the 20 locations) for WO1, WO2, and NO1
at the earlier phase of the task. Afterwards, participants
engaged in group discussions to decide which location
should be included in their itinerary.
Listing locations based on preferences
Group NO2, however, employed a different approach. This
group allocated some time in the beginning for each
member to choose their top location. Then, the group
worked together to create their itinerary based on these four
chosen locations. In Figure 16, we see smaller instances of
green lines as NO2 shared fewer locations compared to
other groups. Furthermore, we note smaller touch activity at
the beginning as NO2 allocated more time for discussions
earlier on (i.e. members did not interact with their tablet).
The same small touch activity was observed in WO2 before
members shared all their locations, when they discussed
which sharing strategies the group will adopt (see WO2 in
Table 1 and Figure 16).
b. Organizing information: Once groups had created their
collections of places, they then followed similar strategies
to decide which place should be included in the group’s
itinerary. When choosing where to go, all groups chose the
visiting order of their locations based on estimates of
shortest walking time. Group members used their prior
knowledge of the city or refer to the Google Map to
estimate the walking time. For example, since University
College London (UCL) is the starting point for all groups,
the first destination that each group included in their trip
was the British Museum as it is closest to UCL (see Figure
17).
To finalize their itinerary, groups annotated the visiting
order and duration of their locations. Our data logs recorded
greater numbers of annotations executed in WO (39
annotations) compared to NO groups (21 annotations) – see
Table 2. Interestingly, half of the groups (WO2 and NO1)
did not delete any locations (see Table 1 and Table 2).
Figure 16 also demonstrates this finding since no red
vertical lines (for deletions) appeared throughout
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Estimated
walking times
Annotated these
times with the
location's visit
duration to fill
progress bar to
100%.

Group
WO1

Strategy
Share all > Discuss >
Annotate > Iterate >
Annotate

Description
WO1 shared all 20 locations at the beginning. Then, they
discussed which location to annotate and include in their
trip. Annotating and discussing switches back and forth
amongst members. WO1 was the only group who
iterated through their plan. Unannotated locations (i.e.
those excluded from the itinerary) were deleted from
the system. A lead sensemaker was absent in this group.

WO2

Discuss > Share all >
Discuss > Annotate

Did not include
times with
location's visit
duration.

WO2 initially discussed how they would share location.
One member proposed choosing top two locations from
each collaborator but group decided to share all 20
locations to identify walkeable places. They then
discussed those places and annotated them. Annotating
and discussing switches back and forth amongst
collaborators. Group did not delete any locations. One
member assumed the lead sensemaker role, that
member annotated all the places in the itinerary.

NO1

Share all > Discuss >
Annotate

Did not include
times with
location's visit
duration.

NO1 shared all 20 locations at the beginning. They then
discussed which location to annotate and include in their
trip. Annotating and group discussions switches back
and forth amongst collaborators. Group did not delete
any locations. A lead sensemaker was absent in this
group.

NO2

Pick top locations > Share
> Discuss > Annotate

Wrote walking
and visit duration
times down on
paper.

Each group member chose their top location. Then, they
discussed each location and shared them in the system.
NO2 initiated discussions for each place to decide
whether it should be included in their trip and what they
should do there. They annotated locations only after all
four places have been discussed. Unannotated locations
were deleted from the system. One member assumed
the lead sensemaker role, that member wrote down the
walking and visiting times on paper.

Table 1. Description of strategies that each group took to plan their itinerary.

Group

Share

Annotate

Delete

Touch Activity

WO1

21

30

11

19762

WO2

22

9

0

9423

NO1

21

17

0

37091

NO2

9

4

5

22429

Table 2. Summary of executed commands and number of touch activity in WO and NO groups.
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Figure 16. Frequency of touch activity over task duration for WO and NO groups. Types of executed command were also
plotted in the graph. Dark blue line indicates when groups started to annotate locations to create their itinerary.
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Theme 2 – Applying the overview

In this theme, we elaborate how the overview helped
facilitate the sensemaking process (R2) for WO groups by
coordinating times and identifying patterns. We contrast our
WO findings to the NO groups, who did not have the
overview device in their sensemaking task.

Figure 17. British Museum is the first visited location as it is
closest to groups’ starting point (UCL).

Overview to coordinate times
In NO groups, the lack of an overview device prompted
members to annotate their visiting durations differently.
Without having the visiting duration progress bar, both NO
groups found it challenging to keep track of the remaining
time they have in their itinerary. Throughout the task, NO1
struggled to recall the total time that was allocated in their
itinerary. Questions for “how much time do we have” were
raised twice by members. On one occasion, the entire group
was surprised to learn that they only had 1.5 hour remaining
in their trip. Interestingly, the group also annotated all the
places that they happened to pass. These locations were
assigned short visiting durations from 5 to 10 minutes (see
Figure 19).

Figure 18. Excluded locations from the itinerary (i.e. those
that were not annotated) were not deleted in group NO1.

the task duration for WO2 and NO1; all shared places
(annotated and unannotated) remained in these groups’
maps (see Figure 18).
Groups who used the delete function (NO2 and WO1)
removed locations after reaching a group’s consensus based
on whether the group finds the place worthwhile to visit.
They accounted for factors such as queuing, opening hours,
or personal interests in their decision. For example,
members in WO1 agreed to delete National Gallery from
their map since they found the museum’s content to be
boring.
P1: Then afterwards, [the overview device] says that
National Gallery is no. 4, after Trafalgar Square. Do we
want to go to another museum?

Figure 19. Short visit durations (0.1 hour, or approximately 6
minutes) allocated for places in NO1’s trip.

In order to keep track of the remaining time in their
itinerary, group NO2 employed another mean to help them
organize these items. One participant asked whether they
were permitted to use their mobile phone to calculate
walking distances. The experimenter asked them to refrain
from using additional devices and suggested participants
give a rough estimation for walking distances instead. The
group then resorted to writing down the visit duration for
the places they planned with pen and paper (see Figure 20).
This method substituted the overview device’s duration
progress bar, which helped the group organized their visit
durations.

P4; Nah, National Gallery is boring.
P3: It is a bit boring.
P1: Oh ok, so I’m going to delete it.
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Consequently, NO members frequently spent their time
panning around their maps to identify these clusters of
locations.

Figure 20. NO2’s Visit durations written on paper.

In contrast, WO group members took a different approach
when coordinating times. We observed members referred
back to the overview device when they were uncertain. In a
particular case, a group member in WO1 asked where the
group was having lunch. The group then realized that they
have not allocated any time in their itinerary to get food and
turned their attention to the overview device.
P4: Where did we have lunch?
P1: We are going to have lunch at [Borough Market] like at
5pm.
P4: No, no, that’s not going to happen. Should we go to our
itinerary once?
P4 *points* at overview. Other members allocate attention
onto overview device and review their itinerary again.
Overview to detect patterns
When WO groups organized their places, group members
utilized the overview device to identify clusters of locations
that are within short walking distances to each other; the
greater number of locations within a cluster, the more likely
the group will pass through that area. Once a cluster has
been identified, the WO groups would discuss and reach a
consensus to visit one or two places from that cluster.
Group WO1 added more hours to places they found of
interest. The group included walking times in these hours so
they could walk around London and take photos of
locations excluded from their itinerary (see Figure 21). In
contrast, the lack of overview caused difficulties for NO
members to follow where the group is going. For example,
an NO2 member struggled to find locations (that were
shared by the group) on her map, and another member
faced difficulty in keeping up with where the group is
going.
P2: I thought we’re going to walk to Tower Bridge.
P1: Oh no, we’re not
We’re going to St. Paul’s.

going

to

Tower

Bridge.

Figure 21. WO1 group decided they could take pictures of
landmarks (Big Ben, Westminster Abbey, and London Eye)
within the two-hour walk from Buckingham Palace to Tate
Modern.

Overview and iteration
Card et al. also defined sensemaking as an iterative process
[3]. However, only one out of the four groups (WO1)
formally iterated through their planned itinerary. By
iterating through their planned trip, WO1 identified errors
in their annotations (e.g. ensuring they went somewhere to
eat lunch) and places they can remove to allow extra time
for walking and eating. Figure 21 is WO1’s itinerary. In
their iteration, the group deleted London Eye, Westminster
Abbey, and Big Ben, and allocated extra time to walk from
Buckingham Palace to Tate Modern. Members of WO1
agreed that they could take quick pictures, along the way, of
those deleted places.
Table 2 depicted how WO1 had the largest number of
annotations (30 annotations) and deletions (11 deletions) in
comparison to the rest of the groups. The group’s iteration
also contributed to these numbers. Figure 22 also supports
this finding as WO1 has heavier line weights for deletions
(red lines) and annotations (purple lines), in comparison to
other groups.
Theme 3 – Collaboration styles

Through our video recordings, we observed several
collaboration styles that emerged from each group. To
analyze our video data, we extended and applied the
coupled collaboration styles that were previously developed
by Tang et al. [37] and Isenberg et al. [20]. However, we
modified the styles from these previous works to cater
towards our study since these researchers applied their
styles for paired collaborations (not for groups of four).
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Group WO1

Group WO2

Group NO1

Group NO2

Figure 22. Overhead views of WO and NO groups. Weighted, coloured arrows indicate the type of commands and the number
of times those commands were executed by each group member (with the number next to the arrows). WO1 executed the
largest amount of annotations and deletions (indicated by the heavy-weighted purple and red lines, respectively).
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Building upon Tang et al. and Isenberg et al.’s works, we
also decided to focus on where attention was allocated
amongst team members (e.g. whether it’s face-to-face or
towards their device). However, we added disjoint
attention, where some group members attended to their
device while others engaged in face-to-face communication.
Our collaboration styles consist of the following:

Closely
coupled

Loosely
coupled

1. AD (Active discussion): face-to-face
discussions amongst group members
about the task or data they worked with.
There were limited interactions with the
system (e.g. pointing to screens or
scrolling through documents).
2. SSV (Single-shared view): where all
participants would allocate their attention
to one single device.
3. DSV (Disjoint and shared view): where
some participants would allocate their
attention to a single device while others
continue to maintain some discussions.
4. DDV (Disjoint and distributed view):
some group members are fixated to their
own device screen, while others continue
to maintain some discussions.
5. DV (Distributed view): group members
are fixated to their own device screen.
Minimal to no discussion occurs amongst
members.
Shared attention: Our video
data illustrate how WO
engaged in more SSV (25
instances) than NO (10
instances) (see Table 3). SSV
durations in WO are also
longer than NO groups, due to
the presence of the overview
device. For example, WO1
group’s SSV duration lasted
from 22 to 46 seconds, which
is longer than NO1’s (from 3
to 10 seconds). We noticed that
the overview provided a space
for participants to direct their
attention onto a common
screen. SSV can also occur in
NO. Although no overview
device was provided, NO
group members still exchanged
small glimpses and attention
across each other’s tablets.
These SSVs usually occur
when a NO member starts
annotating a location on the
map
(see
Figure
23).
Interestingly, SSV occurred in

NO2 through joint attention on written paper. As
demonstrated by Figure 24, we noticed how the paper
(acting as a substitute overview) allowed NO2 to engage in
SSV. By writing down the times, NO2 members can
discuss these times together and ensure that the group did
not allocate more than 7 hours in their trip.

Group
WO
NO

AD
9
16

SSV
25
10

DSV
13
11

DDV
8
9

DV
15
29

Table 3. Number of collaboration styles occurrences.

P3

Figure 23. NO1 engaged in SSV when Participant 3 (P3)
started annotating locations on their own tablet. Other
participants focused their attention on P3’s tablet.

P3

Figure 24. Screenshot of NO2 using pen and paper. P3 took
the initiative to write down the duration times (including
walking times) on paper. Other NO2 members engaged in SSV
whenever P3 starts writing on paper.

We also found that WO group members who engaged in
SSV would often enter into AD. For instance, in Figure 25,
one member pointed out in the overview device that
Chinatown is close to Covent Garden. His comment
initiated AD with other members about whether the group
should have lunch at Chinatown and if the location should
then be included in their trip. The common topic presented
in the overview allowed for AD to happen.
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P4

Figure 26a. WO2’s P4 points to Chinatown on the overview,
other group members then focused their attention on the
overview device and started discussions about lunch.

P4

Figure 25. Collaboration pattern observed in WO1, where
members started with SSV on the overview device (top
picture) and then engaged in AD (bottom picture) to discuss
common topics from the overview.

Pointing: During group collaboration, we also noted how
the pointing gesture could trigger shared attention. We
present an instance of this gesture in Figure 26a, where a
WO2 participant points to Chinatown on the overview. His
gesture prompted other members to share their attention
towards the overview, and started discussions about lunch.
Hence, when a team member points to a certain device,
other members would then engage in SSV (in both WO
groups) or DSV (in WO1). Members in WO group tend to
point towards the overview device, which resulted in
opportunities for shared attention and discussions on
common topics from the overview. However, we found less
occurrences of pointing in the NO group (2 pointing in NO;
11 pointing in WO). In one instance, a participant of group
NO2 pointed at her screen to share information. Another
participant exchanged a short glimpse at the screen but soon
attended back towards her own tablet. Other participants in
the group did not notice, as they were transfixed on their
own screens (see Figure 26b).

Figure 26b. P4 pointed at her device, but other NO2 group
members still fixed their attention on their own tablets.

Distributed attention: We observed 29 instances of DV
and 9 of DDV in NO, compared with 15 DV and 8 DDV in
WO (see Table 3). We previously mentioned that we logged
the touch activities of each group member and how we
perceived higher number touch activity to reflect busier
user-device interactions. Our data logs reported greater sum
of touch activities in NO groups (60,395 logged touch
activities) compared to WO groups (29,185 touch
activities), which reflects NO members’ high touch activity
with their tablets. When we analyzed our video data, we
noticed that NO group members, who engaged in DV or
DDV, would frequently pan around their map to follow
along other members who are actively working on the task
(see Figure 27). This may explain the high number of touch
activities recorded in NO groups.
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Figure 27. NO1 group members, engaged in DV, attended to
their own tablets (NO1).

Surprisingly, we found that the large number of touch
activity in NO groups does not necessarily imply greater
number of commands executed. In contrast, our data logs
reported more commands executed in WO groups (93
commands), compared to NO groups (56 commands). Table
4 breaks down the number of times commands were
executed for each group.
Group
WO1
WO2
NO1
NO2

Share
21
22
21
9

Annotate
30
9
17
4

Delete
11
0
0
5

Total
62
31
38
18

Table 4. Breakdown no. of executed commands

Active discussions: AD were present in all of the groups
but we noticed that although WO groups initiated fewer AD
(WO - 9 AD; NO - 16 AD) (see Table 3), they engaged in
longer discussions (Mean: 18.1 sec; Median: 17.5 sec)
compared with NO (Mean: 8.2 sec; Median: 6.5 sec). The
longest AD duration was observed in WO1 with a total of
41.0 seconds. This AD started when a group member asked
for clarification on what Horse Guard Parade is: This
discussion led to the group’s consensus on excluding Horse
Guard Parade due to its opening time.
P4: I mean, is there a specific time [for the parade]?
P3: That’s true. We might not even see the horses.
The same inquiry was also raised in NO1. However, the AD
ended shortly and turns into a DV, when a member attended
to their device and proposed another question about
Churchill War Rooms (see Figure 28).

Figure 28. Brief AD about Horse Guards Parade (top picture)
turned into DV (bottom picture) in NO1, when another
question was asked about Churchill War Rooms.
Theme 4 – Misses and recovery

During the collaborative sensemaking process, we
witnessed several instances where attention was missed
amongst group members and how some members recovered
from them. We will expand these two things within this
section.
Misses: From our video data, we noted several instances of
failed attention, or misses. We defined these misses as
occurrences where eye-to-eye contact failed to start. This
occurs when a team member looked up (from attending to
their device) to another group member but then reverted
back to their tablet’s screen if the other party failed to
respond. When we coded our video, we witnessed more
misses from the NO groups (18 misses) in comparison to
WO groups (2 misses). Consequently, these misses would
lead to DV and DDV, where groups engaged in passive and
brief conversations. We did not encounter occasions where
participants would try harder to get the other person’s
attention, but we noted an instance where group NO2
neglected a participant’s comment due to a miss (see Figure
29).
Group NO2 was talking about the British Museum.
P3: I am more of a fan on modern art.
P1: You like modern art more?
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P3 *nods*.
P2 was still looking at her device.
P2: So the British Museum, do we return there at 12?
Group NO2 continued talking about the British Museum
and ignored P3’s comment.
P3

screen, active discussions were less likely to be initiated.
When we examined the WO groups, we found a different
insight. The presence of the overview device gave
opportunities for group members to direct their attention to
a common medium. Though discussions may not involve
face-to-face interactions, group members still shared their
attention onto the overview device and engaged in
discussions centered on the same topic.
Theme 5 – Task Performance

In this last theme, we report the task completion rates for
each group. We also present our mental load scores
reported from the NASA-TLX questionnaire. Finally, we
describe our findings from our post-study interview.
Task completion time: Although the participants were
allocated 30 minutes to complete the task, all of the groups
finished the task in less than the given time (see Table 5).
Group
Figure 29. A ‘miss’ in NO2, where P3 looked up but the rest of
the team’s attention was still fixed on their individual tablets.

Recovery: Most misses resulted in team members attending
to their own tablets, which led to brief and passive
discussions. We did, however, noticed two occasions where
members recovered from a miss. In WO2, a group member
made a comment while reclining back on his seat and away
from his device (see Figure 30). This gesture prompted
another member to direct her attention to that member. In
the same group, other misses were averted when another
conversation initiator introduced pauses in her conversation.
These pauses prompted others to look up, allowing face-toface conversation with the conversation initiator.
P4
P2

Figure 30. WO2’s P4 reclined back on his chair (away from
his device), while talking with P2. Consequently, P2 looks up
and both participants engaged in face-to-face conversation,
instead of a ‘miss’.

Overview device and misses: We previously reported how
larger number of misses was seen in the NO group. When
we went through our coded video, we noticed that these
misses occur when participants’ attention was distributed.
As each group member was fixated to their own tablet’s

Task Completion Time (min)

WO1

27.51

WO2

13.57

NO1

18.88

NO2
17.98
Table 5. Task completion times for WO and NO. All groups
completed their trip planning in less than 30 minutes.

When we analyzed groups’ task completion times, we noted
that they were related to location sharing strategies. Some
groups (WO1, WO2, and NO1) shared all their locations
first and then discussed which location should be included
in their trip, while NO2 members chose their top location
first. However, we saw that group WO1 has the highest task
completion time compared to other groups. When we broke
down the amount of time groups spent sharing and
annotating locations (see Table 6), we see that WO1 spent a
large amount of time annotating (22.48 minutes) and
produced a high number of annotations (see Table 4). Our
video data informed us that after WO1 completed their
itinerary, members added an extra 7 minutes to go back to
review their current trip plan; WO1 was the only group who
iterated their planned trip.
Task Completion
Time
WO1
WO2
NO1
NO2

Sharing
Phase
(min)
5.03
5.85
4.03
12.41

Annotate
Phase
(min)
22.48
7.72
14.85
5.57

Total
Time
(min)
27.51
13.57
18.88
17.98

Table 6. Breakdown of group’s task duration. WO1 has the
largest amount of annotating time.

We observed the opposite approach with group NO2. This
group allocated more discussion time at the beginning
(12.41 minutes) before annotating locations and finalizing
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their trip. Each member of the group shared their top
location and spent more time discussing what their visit
would look like at those locations. For example, the
following snapshot describes how NO2 decides on their
visit duration to The British Museum:
P3: Maybe 1.5 hour to 2 hours, because I don’t look at
everything when I go to museums.

mental load scores of NO2, we may need to account for the
group’s use of pen and paper during their task. We observed
how several group members of NO2 struggled when
coordinating their trip, until information was written down
on paper to help organize their thoughts. By acting as a
substitute overview, the pen-and-paper method may help
reduced the group’s mental load during their collaboration.

P1: Ok, maybe we can just decide on one section.

70
60

P3: They have like an Egyptian exhibition.

50

Group agreed to allocate 1 hour for visiting.
Mental load: When we examined the mental load scores
(summed from all participants’s scores in each group) from
the NASA-TLX questionnaire, we found that participants in
WO condition rated higher scores for mental demand,
temporal demand, and effort (see Figure 31).

Mental Demand
0-4
Physical Demand

5-8

Temporal
Demand

9-12

Eﬀort

13-16

FrustraWon

17-20
20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

NO: Mental Load
Mental Demand
0-4
Physical Demand

5-8

Temporal Demand

9-12

Eﬀort

13-16

FrustraWon

17-20
0%

20%

40%

60%

40
30
20
10
0
WO1

WO2

NO1

NO2

Figure 32. NASA-TLX scores summed from all participants in
each group.

WO: Mental Load

0%

NASA-TLX

Group agreed.

80%

100%

Figure 31. NASA-TLX breakdown for WO and NO. WO
group reported higher mental load scores for mental demand,
temporal demand, and effort.

Figure 32 demonstrates the NASA-TLX scores from the
sums of all participants in each WO and NO groups. After
we analyzed these scores, we noted that reports of mental
load might be dependent on the strategies that groups
followed in their task. From our questionnaire results, we
noticed higher mental load scores reported by members of
WO1. One possible explanation for these high scores was
due to how the group spent extra time iterating to review
their planned trip. This iteration demanded time and effort
from the group. In contrast, when we looked at the lower

Exit interview: At the end of the collaboration, groups took
part in a short exit interview to describe their trip planning
strategies and to give feedback on the Voyageur system.
WO groups found the overview device to be very beneficial
for their task. To our surprise, when we interviewed NO
groups about what they would like to see in the system,
several members began to describe features of the overview
device. For example, several members wanted to see
duration of the time left. Other members would like
annotated places to be connected with each other to create a
path. These comments confirmed the types of information
conveyed by the overview device that can assist participants
with their task.
During the interview, we asked each group to describe how
they planned their trip. We found that all groups mentioned
that walking distance was the determining factor when
deciding locations. Three groups (WO2, NO1, and NO2)
commented that they would like Voyageur to indicate the
walking time between places to help them plan their trip.
However, we found that groups also applied other reasons
to choose their visit durations. Each NO2 member listed
their top locations and then shared these locations on the
map. To decide on visit durations, NO2 members described
how they discussed what their visit would look like (e.g.
visiting one floor/ section of the British Museum or
checking just the mummy exhibition). This group also
explained how they wrote their schedule on paper since
they could not see the total time left.
WO1, WO2, and NO1 described different strategies when
they started to choose locations and visit durations. NO1
determined durations based on the types of locations;
museums required longer hours since there are more things
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to see, while landmarks required fewer hours since the
group could pass them as they walk. When choosing
locations, WO1 mentioned that they reached consensus
based on whether they found the place to be interesting or
boring. Meanwhile, WO2 described how they chose
locations that can be easily visited with little queues.
Interestingly, only WO1 annotated walking times in
addition to each location’s visiting duration, whereas NO2
indicated their walking time on paper.
7. DISCUSSION

Our analyses revealed that the addition of an overview
could benefit the collaborative sensemaking process. Both
of our quantitative and qualitative data informed us of how
the overview device fulfilled our design requirements. In
our Discussion, we focus on how the addition of the
overview helped our system to:
1.
2.
3.

Facilitate the sensemaking process (R2)
Encourage closely-coupled collaborations (R3)
Allow for different sensemaking roles (R4)

Then, we present some future work and considerations to
improve our system’s role in supporting collaborative
sensemaking.
Sensemaking and overview

We found that the overview supported sensemaking by
assisting users with organizing large amount of information.
The duration progress bar kept users on track with the
remaining time left in their trip, while the connected paths
provided users with a good visualization of their current
trip. Additionally, we discovered that users were able to
make use of these organized information to detect patterns
and interpret new insights, which aligned closely to Card et
al.’s definition of sensemaking [3]. For example, groups
who shared all 20 locations built their trip based on clusters
of places listed in the overview. The larger the clusters, the
more likely that the group will pass through those areas to
cover more places in their itinerary. Card et al. also defined
sensemaking as an iterative process. However, we only
noticed one group who formally iterated through their
planned itinerary once. The group’s iteration resulted in a
thorough group discussion of which places can be removed
to allow for more eating and walking time. Additionally, the
group also detected and fixed careless errors in their
annotations during the iteration.
Closely-coupled collaborations and overview

Similar to findings in large tabletop systems [39], the
overview provided a shared space for organizing
information and ideas. We also found that the overview also
encouraged closely-coupled work in our investigation. We
noted earlier how one of our design requirements should
encourage users to engage in this collaboration style.
Hansen and Jarvelin reported that group performance
benefited when collaborators share and discuss
relationships between task materials, while engaging in
closely-coupled collaborations [14].

Throughout the sensemaking task, we observed how
participants who collaborated with the overview device
would concurrently focus their attention on this device. The
overview device provided a space to initiate discussions on
information displayed in the overview. Similar to Wallace
et al.’s findings [39], we observed how our participants
communicated relationships between task materials more
effectively by discussing the same overview content. We
also saw several discussions on items displayed in the
overview device transformed themselves into face-to-face
conversations. This social interaction was beneficial when
individuals shared how each member interpreted the
information they worked with (i.e. key insights), instead of
how they viewed information objectively (i.e. key facts)
[15].
In contrast, we saw more loosely-coupled collaborations
happening in groups that lacked the overview device. As
group members frequently focused their attention on their
own tablets, we witnessed distributed attention and shortlived conversations. The content of these conversations
mostly consists of a participant asking a question to confirm
key facts to the group, while other group members gave
brief and passive responses. Furthermore, eye-to-eye
contact was less likely to develop during distributed
attention, as group members were fixated on their own
screens. As a result, we noticed instances of misses, which
discouraged potential active discussions and led the group
to ignore some comments made by its members.
Immediate access to information

We also noted how groups demanded constant updates of
what their trip looked like. We saw how our system allowed
users to access the current state of their task, which
facilitates sensemaking. For groups who used the overview,
this demand was easily fulfilled as members can refer to the
overview device to keep track of remaining time and
annotated places. But it is not as straightforward for groups
who do not have access to the overview device. These
groups often struggled to keep track of remaining time and
locations. The fixed zoomed level on individual tablets
caused difficulties for some members to identify all of the
shared locations. As a result, some participants found it
challenging to follow where the group was going. In one
group, a participant started to write down the times for visit
durations and walking on a sheet of paper, which acted like
a substitute overview device. We then realized how
important it is to have the overview to help participants
organize their thoughts and information they are working
with.
Support for sensemaking roles

We previously mentioned one of our design requirements
was for our system to be able to accommodate different
user roles during sensemaking. Vogt et al. [38] mentioned
the two prominent roles of foragers and sensemakers that
group members assume during the process. In all of the
groups, we observed how users transitioned from one role
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to another based on which phase of sensemaking they were
working in. During the sharing phase, participants took on
the forager role as they searched for clusters of locations
that can be included in the itinerary. Afterwards, groups
would begin to discuss the shared locations as sensemakers
and annotate them according to group’s consensus.

as their own copy before sharing with the group. Although
Voyageur enables participants to search for locations, it
does not have a space where participants can save unshared
location copies in their individual tablets. It would be
interesting to investigate how this feature could support
collaboration and parallel work amongst collaborators.

We also noted two groups that had a lead sensemaker
during the annotation phase. These sensemakers comprised
of participants who were responsible for annotating places
on the map, while the rest foraged through the map to
identify other locations that could be annotated. One of the
sensemakers came from a group who lacked the overview
device. She adopted this role and helped direct the group’s
decision when she started writing down the visit durations
on paper. Lead sensemakers heavily depended on the
overview’s duration progress bar or the paper schedule, to
keep track of the remaining hours in the itinerary. Groups,
who have foragers and lead sensemakers, completed the
task in shorter time compared to other groups (see Table 7).
Our videos informed us that those groups with less
prominent sensemakers (WO1 and NO1) tend to spend
some time coordinating and figuring out who is doing the
annotations. We found that the addition of the overview
supported these roles as it assisted sensemakers to keep
track of remaining time and foragers to identify clusters of
locations during sensemaking.

Several participants commented that they would like to be
aware of who is annotating the map. Although our task was
done by groups of four collaborators, the possibility of
having more collaborators using the system is inevitable.
By indicating which collaborator is currently making
changes in the map, the overall group’s coordination and
performance may be improved.

Sharing Phase
(min)

Annotate
Phase (min)

Total Time
(min)

WO1

5.03

22.48

27.51

WO2

5.85

7.72

13.57

NO1

4.03

14.85

18.88

NO2

12.41

5.57

17.98

Groups

Table 7. Groups with lead sensemakers (WO2 and NO2
highlighted in yellow) completed their task in less time than
others groups with less prominent sensemakers.
Future work and considerations

The Voyageur system was implemented for a specific
sensemaking task: a collaborative trip planning. However,
we recruited participants who had some familiarity with the
London area for our investigation. We chose this decision
to allow for participants to discuss estimations of how long
they should visit each place in their itinerary. If we recruit
participants who were unfamiliar with the area, additional
features such as estimated walking time might need to be
implemented to help users with their collaborations.
The current design of Voyageur requires participants to
explicitly share their locations with the rest of the group. In
order to provide greater flexibility for collaborations,
Isenberg et al. [20] suggested the option for allowing
participants to work in parallel with each other. We noted
that this suggestion would help address our design
requirement of allowing users to adopt flexible strategies
when using our system. One example is to allow
participants to search for locations and save these locations

We also recognize that part of our future work is to run our
study’s design with larger sample sizes than our current one
(N=4) to test for statistical significance. We implemented
Voyageur and conducted these small studies to obtain
preliminary findings. These results inform us of the factors
that we should examine and variables that we should
measure in our iterated study’s design.
8. CONCLUSION

In this thesis, we investigated whether the presence of an
overview can influence collaborative sensemaking. To do
this, we implemented Voyageur, a cross-device
collaboration system that supports group trip planning. We
established 6 design requirements to guide our system
implementation. These requirements were built upon
previous works of collaborative tools, Nielsen’s usability
principles [26], and findings from collaborative
sensemaking investigations. We recruited 16 participants,
split into four groups of four, to plan a daytrip around
London. We chose this task as it involved elements from
Card et al.’s sensemaking definition, where group members
are required to search for information, organize them to
identify new patterns, and derive new insights. We
randomly assigned these groups into two conditions: groups
either worked with an overview device (in addition to their
own tablets) or just their individual tablets.
From our qualitative analyses, we saw how participants
who worked with the overview were able to effectively
organize task materials and detect patterns, such as clusters
of locations, to help their trip planning. We also analyzed
different collaborative styles that occurred during
sensemaking, which were based from previous works done
by Isenberg et al. [20] and Tang et al. [37]. We observed
how the presence of the overview device encouraged
closely-coupled collaborations between participants. During
these collaborations, participants tend to engage in face-toface discussions and joint attention, which helped them to
maintain their conversation and to derive new insights. Our
quantitative analyses revealed that the presence of an
overview also gave opportunities for group members to
iterate through their plan. Although extra time and mental
effort are required, the iteration allowed participants to
correct careless errors and to fine-tune their trip’s duration.
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During the task, participants employed different strategies
when choosing which locations to share (sharing all 20
locations or choosing based on personal preferences).
Depending on which task phase they were working in,
members also took on different roles of sensemakers and
foragers. Both roles depended on the overview to keep track
of remaining hours and to visualize what their trip looked
like.
Users can conduct co-located ad-hoc collaborations by
using tools that require minimal setup, such as their own
personal mobiles and tablets. However, our investigation
prompted us to suggest that the development of
collaborative tools should account for factors beyond
technical requirements. Through this thesis, we propose that
the addition of overviews in multi-device environments is
worth considering. We noted how the overview facilitates
sensemaking, closely-coupled collaborations, and supports
various roles and strategies that collaborators may adopt.
We hope that this thesis motivates further efforts in
investigating other design alternatives that assist the
collaborative sensemaking process.
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UCLIC/1415/005/ICRI/Rogers/Capra/Gallacher
This study has been approved by the UCL Research Ethics Committee
Name, Address and Contact Details of Investigators:
Kevin Budiman
joshua.budiman.15@ucl.ac.uk
Frederik Brudy
f.brudy@cs.ucl.ac.uk
Steven Houben
s.houben@ucl.ac.uk
Nicolai Marquardt
n.marquardt@ucl.ac.uk
Chi-Jui Wu
ucabcw1@ucl.ac.uk
University College London Interaction Centre,
66-72 Gower Street, London
We would like to invite you to participate in this research project. You should only participate if you want to; choosing not to
take part will not disadvantage you in any way. Before you decide whether you want to take part, please read the following
information carefully ask us if there is anything that is not clear or you would like more information.
Purpose of Study:
Collaboratively planning a trip, such as a holiday or city tour, can be a challenging task with large quantities of information to
be reviewed. We are interested in exploring interaction techniques when a group of people work together using multiple
devices. In particular, we would like to investigate whether a ‘mediator’ – a device that contains an overview of the available
information – would help the planning. You will be helping our study by working together with four other participants in
planning a London day trip. We will video record the study. In addition, a ceiling-mounted camera will capture the color,
depth, and infrared images of the whole study session. The data will be created into a dataset used to train an algorithm on
human activity recognition and tracking.
Recorded video and audio, and raw transcriptions will not be shared with others, outside the research team. The transcribed
information will be anonymized to protect your privacy so that it cannot be used to identify you personally. We will also
generalize statements if they would otherwise make you personally identifiable. The raw video data will be deleted after a
maximum of one year.
The study session will run for 45 minutes and your name will be drawn for a chance to win £10.
Your participation in this study is completely voluntary. You are free to withdraw from the study at any time without any
kind of penalty. If you decide to withdraw, all data collected from you thus far will be destroyed.
All data will be collected and stored in accordance with the Data Protection Act 1998.
APPENDIX 2: CONSENT FORM
Informed Consent Form for Participants in Research Studies

Title of Project: Investigating Overviews in Collaborative Curation
Project ID Number:
UCLIC/1415/005/ICRI/Rogers/Capra/Gallacher
This study has been approved by the UCL Research Ethics Committee as
Participant’s Statement
I ………… that I have
• read the information sheet and/or the project has been explained to me orally;
• had the opportunity to ask questions and discuss the study; and
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•

•
•

received satisfactory answers to all my questions or have been advised of an individual to contact for answers to
pertinent questions about the research and my rights as a participant and whom to contact in the event of a researchrelated injury.
I must not take part if I am not of age (18 years or above).
I consent for this session to be video recorded.

For the following, please circle “Yes” or “No” and initial each point.

•

I agree for the raw video recording to be kept by the researchers and used in presentations or publications. Note: this
might make you personally identifiable.
YES

•

/

NO

Initial: _____________

I agree to be contacted in the future by UCL researchers who would like to invite me to participate in follow-up
studies.
YES

/

NO

Initial: _____________

I understand that I am free to withdraw from the study without penalty if I so wish, and I consent to the processing of my
personal information for the purposes of this study only and that it will not be used for any other purpose. Upon withdrawal
from this study all my information given thus far will be deleted. I understand that such information will be treated as strictly
confidential and handled in accordance with the provisions of the Data Protection Act 1998.
Signed:

Date:

Investigator’s Statement
I ……… confirm that I have carefully explained the purpose of the study to the participant and outlined any reasonably
foreseeable risks or benefits (where applicable).
Signed:

Date:

APPENDIX 3: SCENARIO SHEET

Training Instructions
1. Pick one location from the list assigned to you.
2. Search that spot on Google Maps.
3. Share it with the rest of the team.
4. Annotate it as the second place you’d like to visit for 1 hour.
5. Delete the shared location.
Scenario
“You and your group are currently planning a London day trip. You have come up with a list of 5 places that you would like
to see within London and other group members have also done the same. The total duration of this day trip is 7 hours (from
10am-5pm).
Your task is to work together with other group members to create a plan for this day trip in Google Maps. Please keep in
mind that not all locations would be visited in this trip. For each location, please indicate the visiting order and duration.
You would all begin your trip at University College London, and you will be walking to visit all the locations.”
Locations
St. Paul’s Cathedral
National Gallery
Tower Bridge
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St. James’s Park
Piccadilly Circus
APPENDIX 4: CODE SAMPLE

Voyageur’s JavaScript code sample. Full code can be found at: https://github.com/kbudiman/MSc-Connichiwa

APPENDIX 5: DATA LOG SAMPLE

3 August 2016 at 16:59:04 BST, Device 1, Command: Touch, X: 912, Y: 363
3 August 2016 at 16:59:04 BST, Device 2, Command: Clicked (Unsaved) Marker, Location: St. Paul's Cathedral
3 August 2016 at 16:59:04 BST, Device 1, Command: Touch, X: 897, Y: 369
3 August 2016 at 16:59:04 BST, Device 5, Command: Touch, X: 485, Y: 310
3 August 2016 at 16:59:04 BST, Device 5, Command: Clicked (Unsaved) Marker, Location: Westminster Abbey
3 August 2016 at 16:59:04 BST, Device 1, Command: Touch, X: 883, Y: 376
3 August 2016 at 16:59:04 BST, Device 1, Command: Touch, X: 874, Y: 381
3 August 2016 at 16:59:04 BST, Device 1, Command: Touch, X: 861, Y: 388
3 August 2016 at 16:59:04 BST, Device 1, Command: Touch, X: 852, Y: 394
3 August 2016 at 16:59:04 BST, Device 1, Command: Touch, X: 832, Y: 406
3 August 2016 at 16:59:04 BST, Device 1, Command: Touch, X: 827, Y: 412
3 August 2016 at 16:59:04 BST, Device 1, Command: Touch, X: 821, Y: 416
3 August 2016 at 16:59:04 BST, Device 1, Command: Touch, X: 816, Y: 421
3 August 2016 at 16:59:04 BST, Device 1, Command: Touch, X: 813, Y: 425
3 August 2016 at 16:59:04 BST, Device 1, Command: Zoom Out, Location: none
3 August 2016 at 16:59:04 BST, Device 1, Command: Touch, X: 243, Y: 511
3 August 2016 at 16:59:04 BST, Device 1, Command: Touch, X: 247, Y: 512
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APPENDIX 6: NASA-TLX QUESTIONNAIRE
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